SOCKS!
Game manual
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Game Description
What is it about:
The fun game about completing sets of socks in the end reveals something important about
the impact of privilege in life and our perception of it.

Learning goals:
Perception of privilege, unfairness, rationalisation.

Authors:
Laura Denisa, Lucie Pozníková, Martin Zeman, Rafael Duarte

Number of players:
4

Time for the game (without debriefing):
~ 15 minutes

List of components:
● 12 goal cards (file goals.pdf)
● 36 socks cards (file socks.pdf)
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Game Manual
Game setup
0. Ahead of the game prepare the deck of cards so that the specific cards are placed in certain
positions (rest of the cards can be put in random order):
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2. Set the game table according to the scheme below:

Player 4

Player 1

Player 3

Player 2

3. In turns players draw one card from three visible cards in the middle of the table.
● If player has a set of cards in their hand matching socks colours in their goal in a way
that left sock has lower number than the right one, they can play those two cards and
complete their goal.
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After the card is drawn and the completion of the goal resoluted, the turn passes to next
player.

Game end
The game ends when there are no more cards anyone can play. Count the goals met by each
player, and their number (from 0 to 3) is the player’s final score. Whoever has completed most
goals wins.

Debriefing
1. ask the winner - how are you feeling? How was your gameplay?
Winners usually felt competent, skilled and were talking about strategy. Generally their
experience is positive. Observe reactions of other players, especially who sympathises the
least.
Questioning the winner first is crucial. If you observed them during the play, work with their
reactions and point out their body language. Did they realise?
1.
ask the least sympathetic person with obviously the least accomplishments - how
are you feeling? How was your gameplay?
Typically the person on the winner's left hand. They will probably describe frustration and
desperation. Observe the winner and their reaction - are they surprised, act superior or did
they look through the rigged gameplay and show sympathy?
1.
in case the ‘looser’ talks about unfairness, ask - when did you realise that there is
something wrong about the cards?
Answers differ, but generally the disadvantaged felt their disability after a short while,
typically 3 rounds or when the deck turned. How was their frustration affecting their
gameplay? Important is the factor of hope - did they hold any hope every time when
discarding the cards or did they feel like giving up? Was the hope inspired by the winner’s
achievements?
1.

Let the group debate for a bit.

The winner quickly realises that they experienced a whole different game. Did they brag more
or did they listen? How is their reaction changing compared to their ‘asserting-dominance’
gameplay? The group needs to express most of their frustration and confront the winner with
their luck. Achievers will complain about how the game was luck-based, while the winner
might even explain how this game needs skills and strategy.
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1.
Place all the cards front up on the table visibly and let everybody choose the cards
they need to win.
Let the group gather their cards. Even those who did not realise yet will find out about the
forged deck. First reaction might be laughter or feelings of being cheated. Observe
everybody’s emotions.
1.
Take a more directive approach to the debriefing and explain the purpose of their
roles in connection with their personal experience.
They might have noticed that winning is unachievable for some of them. The truth is, this
game is forged from the beginning to the end. Point at the winner and reveal that their win
was scripted by the design of the game. Explain to the ‘loser’ that their gameplay was
designed to be frustrating and win to be unachievable. Pick up the crucial card that was
rigged into the deck directly into the winner’s hand and explain the similarity between that
and a privilege to be born with. One person has won at the expense of other players, since
they all needed this one specific card for their goals.
This is a game about social injustice and inclusion. Point out the importance of the player’s
frustration and hope even though their gameplay was designed to be pointless. Point out the
winner’s body language and rhetoric that resembled their excitement of taking the leader
role. Explain that all that comes from the illusion of accomplishment when the cards are in
your favor. Real life works in the same way - everybody strategies, plays by the same rules,
someone’s hand is just destined to be the winning one, their mind resembles that and
rationalises it with hard work.
1. assure the winner that everybody feels the same mixed emotions after playing
their role and that it is very natural. Important is how they reflect this experience
later on in real life and how they connect it with this experience in cases of real
accomplishments within a real-life privilege and luck-based system.
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Players 1, 2

Players 3, 4

